Monster Makeup FX™

Practical Special FX and Special Makeup Effects for Film, Television, and Media Productions.

MonsterMakeupFX.com

720-432-SPFX (7739)
Monster Makeup FX™
Recent Films and Television
“Midian Crosby knows her craft well, and is highly professional while also being a joy to work with. Audiences laud her work without exception in the 'Motivational Growth' test screenings, and her work in 'WEAPON' was beyond my expectations for the budget. Without a doubt, we'll call on her again.”

--Alexis Thacker Executive Producer, Imagos Films

Monster Makeup FX is led by expert FX artist “Monster” Midian Crosby. She has an industrial design degree specializing in special effects plus over a decade of film and department head experience; and FX technician and marketing guru Joshua Adams who handles the operations, blood effects and web media.

Together they have almost 30 years experience in business and over 14 years working in film and media. With our team of interns, support artists and technicians Monster Makeup FX is ready for any production.

“Monster” Midian Crosby - CEO, Artist

Joshua Adams - COO, Technician, Web & Media

Find us on the Internet Movie Database
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We are Monster Makeup FX and we expertly handle multiple departments for independent FILM, TV & COMMERCIALS, MEDIA and EVENTS.

Monster Makeup FX brings over a DECADE OF EXPERIENCE and incomparable value to your production! Accurate estimates of time, budget, and materials in addition to experienced foresight from us means fewer headaches for you during filming.

Do your characters, your story, and your production a favor and CONTACT MONSTER MAKEUP FX TODAY find out how we can help.

Get Noticed. Get Monster Makeup FX.
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“Only Monster Makeup FX can give me perfect effects on a 5K close-up!... As a shooter, I’ve never had a better experience with makeup, especially prosthetics.”

-Jon Stevenson (VP, Elevation Video, DP for EAT from Pretty People Pictures)

- Creature Design
- FX Makeup Prosthetics
- Character Makeup
- Old-Age Progressions
- Masks
- Animatronics
- Puppets
- Props
- Sculpting/Molding
- Pneumatic Bullet Hits

- Blood Gags
- Airbrush Artistry
- Zombies
- Theatrical Tattoos
- HD Beauty Makeup
- Silicone/Foam/Bondo/Gelatin
- Lifecasting
- Costume Design
- Fabrication
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EAT. The story of a girl who finds herself... and then eats herself. Special effects makeup designed and created by Monster Makeup FX. Feature film coming soon from Pretty People Pictures.
Monster Makeup FX™

EAT THE MOVIE

Just a few of the effects... we wouldn’t want to spoil your appetite!
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Monster Makeup FX™

Winner
Best Special Effects
Maverick Movie Awards

OFFICIAL SELECTION TO 45+ FILM FESTIVALS

FANTASTIC FEST
OFFICIAL SELECTION 2011

FANTASIA
OFFICIAL SELECTION 2011

SCREAMFEST
OFFICIAL SELECTION 2011

WINNER OF 11 AWARDS
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Monster Makeup FX™

Aging Effects are one of our specialties!

BERNADETTE NIBLO
Actress/ Model

ERIK JOHNSON
Defenseman for the Colorado Avalanche

CHRIS PARENTE
Host of Fox 31 Colorado Everyday Show

GREG STOESSEL—Client

SEBINE PAINTER
Monster Makeup FX Model
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Monster Makeup FX™

Costume, hair, makeup and progression continuity by Monster Makeup FX

Progression, Transformation, Filth and Distressing
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Monster Makeup FX™

Custom prosthetics from sculpture to application.

Latex, Foam Latex,
Gelatin, Encapsulated Silicone, Bondo
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Monster Makeup FX™

Theatrical Tattoos and Scars

Out of the kit, hand built silicone scar

Bondo bullet wound scar
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Injury Simulation, Bald Caps Face/Body Paint and Custom Halloween Makeup

This effect also included working heart & lungs
This photo is prior to blood application

Actress/Model Meggie Maddock
Beauty Makeup Heathyrre Kautz

photo by Josh Gold
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Monster Makeup FX™

Freehand Makeup / No Prosthetics

Nemesis Cosplay
Sculpting assistance molding and casting consultation

8 Prosthetics (4 custom )
bald cap and wig, full body paint plus wings and tail

Gargoyles 20th Anniversary
Denver Comic Con 2014

MONSTERMAKEUPFX.COM

Cosplay
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“JUICE” a short horror film directed by “Monster” Midian Crosby brought to you by Monster Makeup FX

Foam Latex Appliance and test makeup self applied by “Monster” Midian

9 hours to design & sculpt
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We do LOTS of zombies!

Actor/Model Jesse Phillips
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Monster Makeup FX™

Custom Theatrical Teeth
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“Monster” Midian Crosby teams up with Tolin FX—Steve Tolin and Jeff Waltrowski to puppeteer the 12 mechanism mold creature, plus lots of effects for Imagos Films’ MOTIVATIONAL GROWTH.
Monster Makeup FX™

Props & Helmets
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Monster Makeup FX™

Pneumatic Bullet Hits, Blood Guns and Blood Effects

Left = Real
Right = false leg w/ bleeding compound fracture

Blood Effects Technician Joshua Adams
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Monster Makeup FX™

High Definition Beauty and Straight Makeup and Hair Styling
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Monster Makeup FX™

Classes, Workshops and Special Events

Monsters & Cocktails Events

Injury Prosthetics training for U.S. Air Force

Student Work

Private Instruction up to class size of 15
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Monster Makeup FX™

Continuity tracking of multiple departments.
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